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Theory of electronic structure evolution in GaAsN and GaPN alloys
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Using the empirical pseudopotential method and large atomistically relaxed supercells, we have systemati-
cally studied the evolution of the electronic structure of GaP12xNx and GaAs12xNx , from the dilute nitrogen
impurity regime to the nascent nitride alloy. We show how substitutional nitrogen forms perturbed host states
~PHS! inside the conduction band, whereas small nitrogen aggregates form localized cluster states~CS! in the
band gap. By following the evolution of these states and the ‘‘perturbed host states’’ with increasing nitrogen
composition, we propose a new model for low-nitrogen-content GaAs12xNx and GaP12xNx alloys: As the
nitrogen composition increases, the energy of the CS is pinned while the energy of the PHS plunges down as
the nitrogen composition increases. Theimpurity limit ~PHS above CS! is characterized by strongly localized
wave functions, low pressure coefficients, and sharp emission lines from the CS. Theamalgamation limit~PHS
overtake the CS! is characterized by a coexistence of localized states~leading to high effective mass, exciton
localization, Stokes shift in emission versus absorption! overlapping delocalized PHS~leading to asymmetri-
cally broadened states, low temperature coefficeint, delocalizedE1 band at higher energies!. The alloy limit
~PHS well below CS! may not have been reached experimentally, but is predicted to be characterized by
conventional extended states. Our theory shows that these alloy systems require a polymorphous description,
permitting the coexistence of many different local environments, rather than an isomorphous model that
focuses on few impurity-host motifs.
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I. INTRODUCTION: PHENOMENOLOGY
OF NITROGEN-SUBSTITUTED GaP

AND GaAs ALLOYS

The mixed-anion GaAs12xNx and GaP12xNx systems are
among the classic semiconductor alloys studied in
nitrogen-dilute (;1017 cm23) form since the 1960s.1,2 With
the advent of vapor-phase crystal growth techniques, it
came recently possible to dramatically increase the nitro
content~to ;1020 cm23), thus observing the evolution o
this system from the impurity limit to the alloy. Interest
these systems has also increased because of the develo
of light-emitting3 and photovoltaic4 devices. These mixed
anion GaP12xNx and GaAs12xNx alloys distinguish them-
selves from the more conventional isovalent III-V allo
(GaAsxP12x , GaInxP12x , GaInxAs12x), in which a first-row
element is not involved. Three nitrogen regimes can be
tinguished.

In the ultradilute regime ~nitrogen concentrationx
,0.01%) one observes the following.

~i! Localized, single-impurity levels appear near the ba
gap.1,2,5–7 Absorption and photoluminescence excitati
~PLE! of GaP:N and GaAs:N show the ‘‘Nx center’’ due to
anion-substitutional isolated nitrogen~we use the notation
AB:C, to denote that an isolatedC atom is substituted forB,
the underlined species!. In GaP:N this level appears as i
impurity-bound exciton at ECBM233 meV below the
conduction-band minimum~CBM!,1,2,5,6whereas in GaAs:N
it appears as asharp resonanceat ECBM1180 meV~Refs.
7–10! above the CBM. In contrast, in conventional isovale
alloys such as GaAs:P or GaAs:In the ensuing perturbatio
potentialVAs2VP or VGa2VIn is too weak to create a boun
state.
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~ii ! Anomalously small pressure dependence of single
purity states is observed. Shallow, effective-mass like impu
rity levels (GaAs:Zn or GaAs:Si) are constructed from th
wave function of the single nearest host crystal state. Con
quently, when pressure is applied, such impurity lev
change their energy at the same rate as the energetically
est host crystal state.11 In contrast, the impurity levels in
dilute GaP:N and GaAs:N have anomalously small pressu
coefficients: In GaP:N the energy of the impurity-bound ex
citon is almost pressure independent12,13 (ap
;1 meV/GPa), whereas theX1c CBM of the GaP host crys-
tal descends at a rate of214 meV/GPa. Thus, the impurity
level in GaP:N becomesshalloweras pressure is applied. I
GaAs:N, the nitrogen level moves with pressure to high
energies at a much slower rate@;40 meV/GPa~Refs. 9 and
10!# than theG1c CBM of GaAs~Ref. 14! ~1110 meV/GPa!.
Thus, the impurity level becomesdeeperas pressure is ap
plied, emerging eventually as a discrete level into the ga
a pressure;2.2 GPa.9,10 Such small pressure coefficients
electronic states are usually indicative of localizatio
whereby the wave function is constructed from many ba
of the host crystal, rather than from the nearest host cry
state.15

In the intermediate concentration regime, one obser
the following.

~iii ! Sharp photoluminescence (PL) lines appear due
impurity clusters. Even random substitution of impuritie
onto the atomic sites of a host crystal creates, by cha
impurity pairs and higher-order clusters. In conventional
ovalent III-V alloys, such pairs give rise to broad resonanc
within the valence and conduction continua,16–20 but no gap
levels. In contrast, in GaPN and GaAsN, the N-N pairs fo
discrete levels inside the band gap extending in GaP dow
ECBM2160 meV~Refs. 6 and 21–23! and in GaAs down to
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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P. R. C. KENT AND ALEX ZUNGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
ECBM210 ~Refs. 10,9 and 24! or ECBM280 meV ~Refs.
25–27!. These levels and their associated phonon replic28

are observed in emission after excitation into higher sta
Excitation is then efficiently transferred29,30 to the deeper
pair levels via tunneling~at low temperatures! or via thermal
excitation to the mobile states, followed by hopping into t
pair levels~at higher temperatures!. The pressure coefficient
of these pair levels in GaAs12xNx @35250 meV/GPa~Ref.
10!# are as low as those of the isolated nitrogen, while
GaP12xNx they now havepositive pressure coefficients o
;10230 meV/GPa,12,13 unlike the negative,214 meV/
GPa value characteristic of the GaP CBM or the near z
value for the dilute impurity.13,12

~iv! Redshift between absorption/PLE and emission is
served. Already at a concentration of 0.05-0.1 % nitrogen
GaAs, the emission lines are redshifted with respect
absorption.31 At higher concentrations the shift increases
energy,32,25 in contrast with high structural quality random
direct-gap III-V alloys, where absorption and emission oc
at the same energy.

As the concentration of nitrogen increases further, o
observes the following.

~v! Composition pinning of the impurity pair energy leve
is seen. The sharp emission lines from the pair levels rem
initially at a fixed energy as the nitrogen composition
creases both in GaP:N ~Ref. 33! and in GaAs:N @0.05-0.1 %
~Ref. 31!#. This surprising pinning suggests that the impu
ties do not interact with each other. This behavior is char
teristic of deep transition-metal impurities i
semiconductors,34,15 but not of hydrogenic impurities
~Si:P,As!, which readily broaden into bands and shift in e
ergy as their concentration increases.35 In GaAs12xNx and
GaP12xNx , as the concentration increases further, the
from pair states acquires an asymmetric line shape wit
sharp cutoff at high energy and a lingering tail at lo
energy.36,23,37–39 The carrier decay time in these tails
anomalously long.40,30,38At yet higher concentration all o
the pair/cluster lines disappear into a single, broad emis
line.28,33,39This behavior contrasts sharply with convention
III-V alloys such as In12xGaAsx where the emission line is
featureless atall alloy compositions.

Once all of the sharp lines of pairs/clusters disappear
a single line, additional unexpected effects are seen in nit
alloys:

~vi! The band gap shows huge, composition-depend
optical bowing. In conventionalAxB12xC isovalent III-V al-
loys the band gapEg(x) changes with respect to th
composition-weighted average of the constituents as

DEg~x![Eg~x!2@~12x!EAC1xEBC#52bx~12x!,
~1!

where the bowing coefficientb is constant and usually
,1 eV. The reasons for band-gap bowing are w
understood16–20 ~see also Sec. IV F below!. In contrast, in
GaP12xNx and GaAs12xNx the bowing is huge and compo
sition dependent, being largest at smallx: ;26 eV at x
,1% eV and;16 eV atx.1%.41
11520
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~vii ! The electron mass is anomalously heavy but
creases with concentration. In pure GaAs the electron effec
tive mass is 0.066me .14 Small amounts (;1%) of nitrogen
increase it to;0.4me ~Ref. 42! or (0.12219)me ~Ref. 43!,
but subsequent addition of nitrogen appears to reduce
electron mass.42 As the Fermi energy moves further into th
conduction band, the effective mass becomes higher.44 In
GaP, 2.5% nitrogen creates a large mass of;0.9m0,37 com-
pared with theX-band effective masses@muu* ;0.25me , m'

*
;4.8me ~Ref. 14!#. In sharp contrast, in conventional alloy
the mass changes monotonically with composition.14

~viii ! The reduction in band gap with increased tempe
ture slows down with nitrogen addition: Band gaps are al-
ways reduced as temperature is increased.14 However, in
conventional alloys the temperature coefficient is close to
concentration-weighted average over the constituents. T
reduction in PL energy with increased temperature slo
down dramatically with small addition of nitrogen to GaA
~Refs. 45 and 46! and GaP~Ref. 47!. Furthermore, the inten
sity of the PL lines of conventional alloys decreases w
increasing temperature, but this decrease is accelerate
nitrogen addition, especially at low temperatures.48

~ix! The energy of the PL lines are blueshifted as t
excitation power increases,40 indicating occupation of previ-
ously empty states~so excitation must now occupy highe
energy states!. This is known to occur in alloys containin
localized, quantum-dot-like clusters.49

~x! The emission decay time becomes longer with decre
ing emission energy. In other words, the states that a
deeper in the gap~lower emission energies! have weaker
dipole transition elements~or equivalently, lessG character
and more off-G character!.50

~xi! New, high-energy bands appear in reflectivity
higher concentration: Electro-reflectance measurements d
tect a new composition-dependent band edge, calledE1 , at
about 0.4–0.6 eV above the band edge, calledE2 .51,8,28

Whereas the lowest stateE2 decreases withx ~‘‘bowing’’ !,
E1 is seen to increase withx.51 Klar et al.do not observeE1

in GaAs12xNx until x.0.4%.28 Cheong et al.52 demon-
strated via resonant Raman scattering thatE1 is derived
from nitrogen-inducedG-L mixing, not from isolated nitro-
gen impurities. At yet higher energies, around 3 ev
GaAs12xNx , one observes53,54,28the E1 transition, which is
known to encompass a large volume of the Brillouin zo
containing theL1v→L1c transition. One branch of this tran
sition is nearly composition independent according to Sh
et al.,55 but changes somewhat according to Leibigeret al.53

~xii ! The conduction-band L1c state appears split.
Kozhevnikovet al.56 observed that theL1c band of GaAs is
split into an upper branch with energy increasing with nitr
gen concentration, and a lower branch with decreasing
ergy. They interpreted these to bet2(L1c) anda1(L1c).

II. THEORETICAL OUTLOOK ON THE BASIC
PHENOMENOLOGY OF NITROGEN SUBSTITUTED GaP

AND GaAs ALLOYS

The experimentally noted phenomenology surround
nitrogen in GaP and GaAs~Sec. I! manifest a duality of
8-2
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
behaviors. One observeshomogeneous, bulklike characteris-
tics, such as band-gap bowing, resonances within the
tinua, rigid shift of the conduction band with temperatu
and pressure, the appearance of new bulklike absorp
edge such asE1 and a splitE1). On the other hand, on
notes characteristics ofheterogeneouslocalizations centers
and alloy fluctuations, such as a distribution of various nit
gen pairs and clusters whose levels are within the forbid
gap, absorption versus emission Stokes shifts, emission b
shift upon increased excitation power, band tails with lo
decay times and asymmetric line shapes. We therefore
sider next what type of theoretical treatment can capture
dual nature of such alloy systems.

Theoretical approaches to the electronic structure of
loys can be divided into isomorphous and polymorpho
models. In an isomorphous~‘‘single shape’’! model, one con-
siders a single~or very few! local atomic environment tha
spans the entire alloy structure. For example, the virtual c
tal approximation~VCA! to nitride alloys57 assumes that in
GaP12xNx each Ga atom is surrounded by four identical a
erage^PN& ‘‘virtual atoms’’ and the alloy is constructed b
repeating this single motif. Clearly, lattice relaxation, loc
ization, and charge-transfer effect are excluded in this hi
symmetry model. The approximations lead to a very p
description, as noted by Bellaicheet al.58 For example, the
direct-indirect crossover in GaP12xNx occurs, according to
the VCA model of Baillargeonet al.59 at x547.76% in stark
contrast with experiment (x;0.43%). The coherent potentia
approximation~CPA! to A12xBx alloys likewise assumes tha
all A atoms, irrespective of their local environment, are ide
tical. Another isomorphous alloy model is the ‘‘band an
crossing’’~BAC! model of Shanet al.,51 in which the alloy is
constructed from a single substitutional nitrogen impur
embedded in bulk GaP or GaAs, with a compositio
dependent coupling to the CBM. This model treats only
perturbed host states~PHS!, but in describing the alloy in
terms of a single-impurity motif, it ignores fluctuations du
to inhomogeneities. The wave function is

C5c1ua1~N!&1c2ua1~G!&. ~2!

where ua1(N)& is the a1-symmetric level of an isolated ni
trogen impurity inTd symmetry with energyEN andua1(G)&
is the a1-symmetric CBM of GaAs with energyEa1(G) .

Clearly, onlya1-symmetric objects can be described by th
representation, so impurity pairs or clusters are exclud
Moreover, since only a single bulk state is allowed to cou
to nitrogen, the other bulk band states~e.g.,X1c , L1c , X3c in
GaAs! are assumed to be unperturbed by the impurity. T
energy associated with the ansatz of Eq.~2! is

E65 1
2 @Ea1(G)1Ea1(N)#6$~Ea1(G)2Ea1(N)!

21V2~x!%1/2.
~3!

While treating the couplingV(x) as an adjustable paramet
for each value ofx permits remarkable fitting of Eq.~2! to
measured bulklike quantities such as compositio
pressure-, and temperature-dependent band gapsEg(x),
Eg(p), andEg(T), the entire phenomenology ofalloy fluc-
tuation behaviorevident experimentally remain unexplaine
11520
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Furthermore, the dimension ofevolutionof alloy states with
composition is lost as the composition dependence unde
ing Eq.~3! is, by construction, smooth. The generalization
Lindsay and O’Reilly60 has similar properties.

While the two-level model of Shanet al. focuses on the
perturbed host states, another picture33,39 focuses instead
solely on cluster states induced into the band gap by
impurities. This picture associates both the bulklike prop
ties ~e.g., large band-gap bowing! and the alloy fluctuation
and localization properties~e.g., large and decaying effectiv
mass! with cluster states that are said to interact with ea
other and form an impurity band.

Our foregoing analysis suggest that adequate theore
models of nitride alloys must retain both perturbed h
statesand cluster states. This dual representation requi
polymorphous alloy models.

Polymorphous~‘‘many shapes’’! alloy models focus on
the central property that distinguishes disordered random
loys from ordered compounds, namely the existence o
plurality of local atomic environments.16–20In GaP12xNx for
example, the Ga atom can be surrounded by five dist
near-neighbor structures, PmN42m with 0<m<4; nitrogen
pairs can have arbitrary separation in the alloy, etc. Eve
random distribution of impurities creates by chance, su
clusters. Once different local environments are ackno
edged, the phenomena of localization and fluctuations fol
naturally, for some impurity clusters may induce a lar
enough perturbation with respect to the bulk to split a le
into the gap. Different cluster types then create different l
els, leading to an inhomogeneous distribution. Like in t
isomorphous alloy models, PHS are allowed. However,
like such models, cluster states~CS! are also included, and
these two types of states can interact.

The most natural way to study polymorphous alloys is
supercell approach. In this method one selects a supe
containingM host crystal atoms and distributesI impurity
atoms (x52I /M for ternary alloys! within this box either
randomly or via some ordering ansatz. For concentrated
loys, the ‘‘best’’ supercell distributes the impurities so as
mimic the pair correlation functions of a perfectly random
infinite supercell~‘‘special quasirandom structures’’61!. For
computational convenience, periodic boundary conditio
are imposed to find the electronic states of this system.
accuracy of the results increases with the supercell sizeM,
as the spurious cell-to-cell interaction between impurities
minishes with size. This method was applied to study i
lated substitutional nitrogen impurities62 (I 51, M@I) as
well as concentrated alloys (I @1).63,64,58,65 Our previous
studies on nitrides63,64,58,65have used anM5512 atom su-
percell for 0<x<1 and ‘‘for each composition we distribut
the mixed elements at random on the fcc anion sites,’’63,58

thus naturally creating a distribution of single impuritie
various pairs and clusters. Unfortunately, the existence
such heterogeneous clusters in our previous calculations63,58

was missed by some readers who thought that, in our w
‘‘ordered structures were used,63,58 in which pairing or clus-
tering effects were excluded’’39 or that the impurities were
‘‘uniformly distributed with a separationN21/3’’ rather than
8-3
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TABLE I. The relative anion-cation bond lengths around isolated nitrogen and nearest neighbor~NN!
nitrogen pairs in GaAs and GaP, obtained in relaxed LDA and VFF calculations. Bond lengths are exp
in fractions of the ideal bulk GaN bond length. For the nearest-neighbor~110!-oriented pair, the 8 bonds ar
categorized in three symmetry distinct types:~a! ~001! directed bonds (34), ~b! ~110!-directed bonds
(32) sharing a common Ga atom, and~c! the remaining~110! directed bonds (32).

Relative bond length
System Cell Size Method Bond~a! Bond ~b! Bond ~c!

GaAs:N Isolated 64 LDA 1.062
VFF 1.045

NN pair 64 LDA 1.040 1.091 1.065
VFF 1.047 1.070 1.060

GaP:N Isolated 64 LDA 1.052
VFF 1.041

NN pair 64 LDA 1.049 1.085 1.067
VFF 1.042 1.061 1.054
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being random.33 This was not the case. However, the clus
states in these previous works were not analyzed in deta

In this paper we describe theoretically how the natura
occurring nitrogen pairs and clusters affects the electro
structure of GaAs12xNx and GaP12xNx alloys as a function
of nitrogen concentration. By considering both the ‘‘pe
turbed host states’’ and nitrogen-related ‘‘cluster states,’’
explain, at least qualitatively, the experimental anoma
outlined above, centering on the duality of bulklike and
calization phenomena in these alloys.

We begin by describing our methods in Sec. III. In Se
IV we present our results for the isolated nitrogen impur
whereas in Sec. V we present our results for nitrogen p
and clusters. We identify several of the ‘‘nitrogen pair’’ line
observed in photoluminescence, and also identify the ‘‘N
~Ref. 33! triplet level recently observed in GaP12xNx.

33 In-
terestingly,@110# chains of nitrogen atoms form particular
localized and deep ‘‘chain states.’’ In Sec. VI we consider
evolution of the conduction-band edge and nitrogen-rela
states with increasing nitrogen concentration. We find tha~i!
unlike the suggestions of Refs. 33,39 the nitrogen clu
states inside the band gap do not interact sufficiently so a
broaden and form a conduction state made of a superpos
of such nitrogen-induced states. Instead, we find the delo
ized ‘‘perturbed host states’’ descend into the fundame
band gap, and overtake the cluster states one by one~ii !
Once overtaken, the conduction-band edge exhibitsalloy
fluctuations, consisting at low energy of a broad amalga
ation of Fano-resonance-like localized cluster states and
higher energy, the delocalized perturbed host states. The
energy side of the band edge is dominated by the
swept-in CS, while the higher-energy end consists of
more extended PHS. This localized-delocalized duality in
band edge leads to exciton localization in the tail states,
Stokes shift between absorption~into PHS! and emission
~from CS!, an anomalous pressure dependence, and stro
modified temperature dependence of the alloy. This beha
is distinct from conventioanl isolavent III-V alloys that lac
cluster states in the gap and have much weaker interb
coupling within the perturbed host states.
11520
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III. METHOD

To study the role of nitrogen in GaP and GaAs we we u
a supercell approach, where one or more substitutional n
gen atoms are placed in a large supercell. We relax all ato
positions, and solve the Schro¨dinger equation for this peri-
odically repeated supercell using the plane-wave pseudo
tential method with high-quality empirically correcte
pseudopotentials~EPM!. Our method is nearly identical to
that of Bellaiche et al.58 We use improved
pseudopotentials,66,62 larger supercells for better statistic
and we analyze our results in greater detail.

To study isolatednitrogen we place a single nitrogen i
the supercell, whereas to studyinteractingnitrogens we keep
the supercell size fixed and add a varying number of nit
gens to the supercell.58,64,64,65 By modeling nitride alloys
with manynitrogens in a large supercell, we allow for sym
metry breaking, relaxation, and multiband coupling not
cluded in simpler models67 using asinglenitrogen atom in a
smaller supercell. In fact, accurate modeling of the very l
nitrogen concentrations where impurity physics domina
(xN<0.1%) requires the use of large supercells~e.g., 13 824
atoms for 0.015%; see below! that are not accessible to cu
rent first-principles methods, such as density-functio
theory. Indeed, we find that the strain field resulting from t
large atomic relaxation~reflecting;20% size mismatch be
tween N and As! propagates to long distances, so small s
percells are inappropriate. However, for isolated impurit
the cell-size does not need to correspond to the physical
centrationx→0. All that is needed in this limit is to avoid
wave function overlap. Furthermore, large supercells
needed to study large impurity clusters. The atomic positi
within each supercell are relaxed, at the appropriate Vega
lattice constant, using the valence force-field method68 and a
conjugate gradient minimization of the total strain ener
The atomic positions obtained from this model, using t
force-field parameters of Ref. 63 agree with bond lengths
positions obtained from our LDA calculations in 64-ato
cells to within 1%. This is illustrated in Table I.
8-4
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
To obtain the electronic properties of each system at
relaxed positions we solve the Schro¨dinger equation

F2
1

2
¹21(

a,m
va~r2Ra,m!Gc i~r !5e ic i~r !, ~4!

wherea denotes atomic species,m runs over atoms,va are
the screened empirical pseudopotentials, andRa,m are the
atomic positions. Because of the local-density approxima
~LDA ! error in the band gap and the need to accurately
produce measured band gaps, combined with the use of
supercells, we have adopted an alternative approach to L
utilizing in Eq. ~4! the empirical pseudopotentialva . We
represent the wave functions,c, using a plane-wave basi
set.

The total supercell potentialV(r ) is written as a superpo
sition of species and strain-dependent local pseudopoten
va . The pseudopotentials are fitted to reproduce the b
band structures of the binary alloys GaN, GaAs, GaP
equilibrium, the band-edge deformation potentials~pressure
dependence!, band offsets, and effective masses. The Fou
transform of the atomic pseudopotentials is represented

va~q,«!5(
l 51

4

@alae2bla(q2cla)2
#@11a5aTr~«!#, ~5!

for the GaN potentials (a5Ga,N), and

va~q,«!5a0a

~q22a1a!

a2aea3aq2
21

@11a5aTr~«!#, ~6!

for the GaAs and GaP potentials (a5Ga,As,P), where the
parametersaa ,ba ,ca are fitted and« is the local strain ten-
sor at each atomic site. The analytical form of the pseudo
tentialsva is chosen to describe as many physical quanti
as possible without overfitting the potentials. T
«-dependent term includes the effect of the local envir
ment~local strain! around each atomic site. This term is cr
cial to reproducing theindividual deformation potentials
aCBM and aVBM when the system is deformed. Large, loc
strains are inevitable in the impurity systems considered h
due to the GaP~GaAs!-GaN bond-length mismatch.

The GaAs and GaN potentials are identical to those
Ref. 62, and the GaP potential is similar to Ref. 66, b
refitted to a higher plane-wave cutoff of 7.7 Ry for cons
tency with the GaAs and GaN potentials. The potentials
Ga depend on the coordination of N, P, or As atoms: For
Ga atoms surrounding each nitrogen impurity we use
composition-weighted average of the fitted GaN, GaP,
GaAs potentials, respectively. This compensates effectiv
for the lack of charge self-consistency. Distinct from oth
model calculations of the isolated impurity, and N-N pai
we make no attempt to fit experimentally determined imp
rity levels, so the results constitute predictions. For lo
nitrogen-content alloys,xN,6%, our pseudopotentials accu
rately reproduce62 the band-edge pressure coefficients a
first-principles calculated bowing parameters.

Having fixed the pseudopotentials$va% and relaxed the
atomic positions$Ra,m% we solve the Schro¨dinger equation
11520
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using the linear-scaling folded spectrum method.69 Using this
method we selectively solve for a few eigenstates aroun
reference energy without solving for, or orthogonalizing
all eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. By choosing the refere
energy close to the conduction- and valence-band edges
resolve the states that are of primary importance to the ph
ics of the impurity system.

To characterize the resultant wave functions,c i , and their
energy levels, we analyze the wave functions in terms
their spectral decomposition70 and spatial localization. By
projecting the wave functions onto the underlying Blo
states,fn,k , we determine theG, L, and X components of
the states. While wave functions inevitably include som
contribution from low-symmetry points, the projection on
G, L, andX nevertheless allows us to elucidate the lead
electronic couplings between impurities and host states.
localization of each state is monitored by calculating the
dius from each nitrogen site at which 20% of the amplitu
of eigenstatec i is enclosed. This criterion allows us to dis
tinguish between ‘‘localized’’ and ‘‘quasilocalized’’ states b
comparing with data for the isolated impurity level and for
uniformly distributed charge.

Our method is different from Lindsay and O’Reilly,60 who
applied effective-mass methodology to this system exhibit
manifest nonhydrogenic behavior. Our method differs fro
the atomistically unrelaxed, perturbative pseudopotential
proach of Jaros and co-workers71,72 in that ~i! we find it very
important to relax atomic positions in view of the large d
ferences in atomic sizes between nitrogen and the anio
replaces, and~ii ! our pseudopotential has significant diffe
ences with respect to that of Jaros and co-workers: e.g.,
environment-dependent, properly accounts for the band
sets, and incorporates explicit strain dependence, all eff
missing from traditional empirical pseudopotenials.

IV. RESULTS: THE ISOLATED NITROGEN IMPURITY
IN GaAs AND GaP

A. Qualitative physics of isolated substitutional nitrogen
in GaP and GaAs

A substitutional impurity removes the translational sym
metry of the host crystal but if it is isovalent it does n
change the site symmetry~i.e., no Jahn-Teller distortion!. An
impurity on theTd symmetry site of the zinc-blende lattic
thus breaks the translationally-mandated degeneracy of
various band-structure valleys.73 The fourfold-degenerate
L1c valleys break into thea1(L1c)1t2(L1c) states, the
sixfold-degenerateX1c valley74–76(s-like on anion,p-like on
cation, if the origin is an anion site! breaks into the
a1(X1c)1e(X1c) states, theX3c state74–76 (p-like on anion,
s-like on cation, if the origin is an anion site! gives at2(X3c)
representation, whereas the singly degenerateG1c valley re-
mains asa1(G1c). Higher-energy host crystal bands are al
perturbed, producing, among others,a1 states of their own.
For example, in the dilute nitrogen regime, an addition
nitrogen localized state forms below the conduction-ba
minimum in GaP and above the CBM of GaAs. These sta
8-5
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formed frommanyhigh-energy host bands, are denoted h
a1(N). Figure 1 depicts schematically thea1-symmetric
nitrogen-perturbed states.

All states of the same symmetry representation inte
under the impurity perturbation potential,DVtot , which con-
sists of the following.~i! The difference in host-impurity
screened potentialDVchem: A good qualitative measure o
DVchemis the ‘‘natural’’ band offset,77 for example, the CBM
of GaN lies ;0.3 eV below that of GaAs and;0.6 eV
below GaP.~ii ! The perturbation due to atomic displaceme
DVrel : This second perturbation is expected to be substan
due to the lattice-constant mismatch between GaN and
~GaAs!. The total perturbationDVtot mixes all a1 states
~thus, mixesG1c1X1c1L1c , etc.!, separately mixes allt2
states (X3c1L1c), etc. The mixing is decided by this pertu
bation, as well as by the proximity of the stat
G1c ,X1c ,L1c , in the host crystal. The different ordering o
these host states is depicted in Fig. 1~using the LDA-
calculated band offsets77 between GaP and GaAs!. Note that
in GaAs the conduction level ordering isG1c→L1c→X1c for
a1 states, while in GaP it isX1c→L1c→G1c .

B. Quantitative results for isolated nitrogen

1. GaAs:N

The a1-symmetric electron energy levels obtained by o
calculation for GaAs:N are shown in Fig. 2~a! for various
sizes of the GaAs supercell, ranging from 64 atoms to 13
atoms, each containing asinglenitrogen impurity. Note that
since each cell contains a single nitrogen atom, all calc
tions depicted in Fig. 2 correspond to models ofisolated
nitrogen~i.e., no pairs or higher clusters!, much like the cal-
culations Mattilaet al.62 The supercell size does not refle
nitrogen composition, but rather that an increasing numbe
bulk states that ‘‘fold’’ into the Brillouin zone and can inte
act with the nitrogen. Figure 2~b! shows analogous result
obtained recently78 via LDA calculations whose nonloca
pseudopotential was scaled to reproduce the experime
bulk band gaps.~In these calculations 4096-atom system

FIG. 1. Schematic of the primary bulk and impurity level ord
of isolated substitutional nitrogen impurities in GaP and GaAs. T
GaP/GaAs band offset is 0.43 eV, taken from Ref. 77; the bulk b
energies are experimental values taken from Ref. 14.
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were made accessible to LDA by embedding the s
consistent potential of a 64-atom GaAs:N calculation within
the potential of a 4096-atom bulk GaAs cell, and solving
near-gap eigenvalues.! We give for each level the percentag
G, L, andX character. We see that the EPM and scaled-L
results for GaAs:N are remarkably similar. Oura1(N) level
is at Ec1150 meV and Ec1180 meV for 4096- and
13 824-atom cells, respectively. A recent empirical calcu
tion ~where the energy of the deepest nitrogen-nitrogen le
was fitted! obtainedEc1106 meV.79 The experimental im-
purity level was estimated by Wolfordet al.7 at 150–180
meV above the CBM, and confirmed in more rece
measurements.10,8 We do not find a midgapa1(N) level with
two holes in it as recently suggested in the calculations
Orellana and Ferraz.80

Figures 3~a!–3~d! shows the calculated wave function
for the first four conductiona1 states in dilute GaAs:N and
Figs. 3~e!–3~g! the first threea1 states in dilute GaP:N ~4096
atoms!. In GaAs:N, the three lowesta1 states exhibit a strik-
ing nitrogen localization, and long tails extending along t
@110# directions far into the host lattice. The tail structure
the impurity states explains the strong nitrogen-nitrogen

e
d

FIG. 2. Calculated energies of thea1 levels of isolatednitrogen
impurities in GaAs versus supercell size using~a! EPM calcula-
tions, and~b! scaled-LDA calculations~Ref. 78! where the non-
local pseudopotentials are adjusted to reproduce experimental
gaps. We also give the percentageG,L,X character of each leve
computed using the spectral decomposition of Ref. 70.
8-6
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FIG. 3. The wave functions squared of the lowest energya1 conduction states of~a! GaAs:N, and~b! GaP:N ~supercell size: 4096
atoms!. Thex, y, z axes lie on the@100#, @010#, and@001# directions, respectively.
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teractions within clusters, observed particularly for@110#
clusters in GaAs:N,10 which will be discussed in Sec. V C
Figures 3~b! and 3~e!, the ‘‘a1(N)’’ nitrogen impurity state in
GaAs:N ~resonant state!, and GaP:N ~gap state! are remark-
ably similar. The GaAs:N resonant state manifests a weak
nitrogen localization than in In GaP:N.

Figure 3 also highlights the nonhydrogenic nature of
trogen states in GaAs or GaP. For hydrogenic impurities,
wave function Bohr radius,r 0, is given by the energetic dis
tanceDE to the nearest host crystal band whose effect
mass ism* , as

1

r 0
5A2m* DE

\2
. ~7!

Using a typicalDE of 7 meV,24 one computes39 a radiusr 0
563 Å . However, our non-effective-mass calculation~Fig.
3! shows that the radius of the nitrogen state is much sma
having a full width at half maximum of only;6 Å . Band
gap reduction is already observed in 0.1% GaAs12xNx ,8,25,81

which requires radii of order 100 Å if band-gap reduction
to occur through overlap of nitrogen impurity wave fun
tions. Clearly, impurity wave function overlap is not the pri
cipal mechanism of bowing, in contrast with suggestion
Refs. 33 and 39. One might wonder if our prediction
strong, superhydrogenic localization ofa1 states could reflec
an exaggerated binding energy in our calculation. Howe
our calculated binding energies ofa1(N) are in accord with
experiment7 both for GaAs12xNx and GaP12xNx , as dis-
cussed above.

We now characterize these pseudopotential calcula
states. The lowesta1 state, denoteda1

GL(1), whose wave
function, depicted in Fig. 3~a!, is the alloy’s conduction-band
minimum, exhibits spatial localization and, in small sup
cells, strongGL mixing. The thirda1 state, denoteda1

LG(3),
11520
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whose wave function is depicted in Fig. 3~c! is the counter-
part ofa1

GL , with a reversed proportion ofG andL ~favoring
L!. The splitting betweena1

GL(1) anda1
LG(3) is the effective

G-L coupling 2VGL in the alloy, about 0.5 eV at 1%, in
excellent agreement with 0.5 eV measured recently in ba
tic electron emission microscopy~BEEM! experiments.56

This strong coupling distinguishes GaP12xNx and
GaAs12xNx from conventional alloys, e.g. GaAsxP12x . The
seconda1 state, denoteda1

N(2), whose wave function is
shown in Fig. 3~b! is not associated with band-edge sta
(G,L,X) but is composed of a large number of contributio
from high-energy bulk bands and is highly nitrogen loc
ized. For large supercells (>4096 atoms! its energy is just
above a1

GL(1) and its wave function@Fig. 3~b!# is highly
localized. This is seen by the rapid rise of its ‘‘charg
accumulation function’’Qi(R)5*0

RuC i(R)u2dR with R ~Fig.
4!. For comparison we also show in Fig. 4 the rate of cha
accumulationQi in a sphere of radiusR for a uniform dis-
tribution. In smaller supercells, the energy of the state ri
rapidly since its wave function becomes more extended@Fig.
4~c!#. This might explain why this state was not detected
previous small~64–216! supercell calculations.67 With de-
creasing cell size botha1

GL(1) anda1
N(2) become delocal-

ized due to the~unphysically large! a1
GL(1)-a1

N(2) interac-
tion. Finally, the fourtha1 state, denoteda1

XL(4) whose wave
function is depicted in Fig. 3~d! is derived from theX1c
conduction state. Results for thee- and t2- derived impurity
states in GaAs:N were discussed by Mattilaet al.62

2. GaP:N

Figure 5 depicts the energies of the lowest threea1 states
of isolated substitutional nitrogen in GaP. In analogy w
GaAs, Figure 2, at large supercell size a localized impu
a1

N state is formed close in energy to theX- and L-derived
8-7
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P. R. C. KENT AND ALEX ZUNGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
a1-symmetric states. This state appearsbelow the CBM
~‘‘gap level’’ ! whereas in GaAs the impurity level isabove
the CBM ~‘‘resonant level’’!. Transitions to the lowest con
duction state in both materials, whether delocalized or im
ritylike, are dipole allowed from the valence-bnad maximu
~VBM ! ~‘‘direct gap’’!. In smaller GaP supercells (<512 at-
oms! another band, with moreL1c character plunges dow
and becomes the conduction-band minimum. This state
scends rapidly in energy with decreasing cell size, cross
thea1

XL-derived state and becoming nitrogen localized in

FIG. 4. The charge accumulation functionQi(R)
5*0

RuC i(R)u2dR, of the lowest energya1 conduction states o
GaAs:N as a function of the sphere radius R for several concen
tions. The dotted line gives, for comparison, the charge conta
within a sphere of radiusR of uniform composition.
11520
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smaller cells. Figure 5 thus demonstrates the danger in
resenting isolated nitrogen in GaP by a cell with less th
;2000 atoms.

Experimentally, photoluminescence measures5,6 the
ground state of impurity-bound excitons. We have calcula
the electronenergy level of neutral, substitutional N, whic
differs from the experimentally determined energy by t
exciton binding energy. Our calculated electron level
GaP:N is ;30 meV below the CBM atxN50.01%. Exci-
tonic effects are expected tolower this level, rendering our
level a little deeper than the experimental values
;36 meV.5,6,13

C. Pressure dependence of levels of the isolated nitrogen
impurity

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! shows selected calculated ener
levels of GaP:N and GaAs:N as a function of pressure fo
the isolated impurity limit~cell size 4096 atoms!. We also
show theG, L, andX character of each state.

For isolated nitrogen in GaP@Fig. 6~a!#, we find an anti-
crossing behavior of the lowest-energya1-symmetric state:
The a1(N) state is strongly repulsed by thea1(X1c), state
which is close in energy~30 meV! and shares significantX
character. This repulsion yields a very weak~2 meV/GPa at
zero pressure! dependence, compared to the similarly we
experimental value of ;21 meV/GPa ~Ref. 13! at
;1018 impurities/cm23, or with the pressure coefficient o
214 meV/GPa of the CBM of pure GaP.82 Overall, the
a1(N) level movesdownin energy as pressure increases. W
will see later ~Fig. 7! that this trend is reversed at highe
nitrogen concentrations. Note that since thee(X1c) level has
no matching symmetry at this energy range, it is only wea
unperturbed and can serve as an indicator for the
GaP12xNx CBM.

For isolated nitrogen in GaAs@Fig. 6~b!# the lowest con-
duction level,a1(G1c), rapidly increases in energy with ap
plied pressure. Thea1(G1c) and a1(N) impurity state
strongly repel and anticross@shown in Fig. 6~b! by a dashed
line#, thereby changing character. The calculated anticros
behavior depends somewaht on supercell size and is 1
GPa for 4096-atom cells and 2 GPa for larger cells. At t
pressure thea1(N) level appears as a gap state, in agreem
with photoluminescence measurements that observe a
emerge from the conduction continua at;2.2 GPa.10 This
anticrossing reduces significantly the pressure depend
from 110 meV/GPa in pure GaAs to approximately half
this value in dilute GaAs12xNx .

D. Why is the isolated nitrogen level resonant in GaAs
but inside the band gap in GaP?

Thomas, Hopfield, and Frosch1 and Balderschi83 expected
that since nitrogen atoms are more similar to phospho
than arsenic, in terms of electronegativity and pseudopo
tials, the GaP:N impurity level will be shallower than the
GaAs:N impurity level. Figures 2 and 5 show that the opp

a-
d

8-8
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FIG. 5. Calculated energies ofa1 of isolatednitrogen impurities in GaP versus supercell size. The percentageG,L,X character of each
level is also given, computed using the spectral decomposition of Ref. 70.
,
-
an

As
aP

cal
site is true: the former level is;30 meV inside the gap
whereas the latter is;180 meV above the CBM. The rea
son is evident from Fig. 1: the band offset between GaP
GaAs ~calculated in Refs. 84, 77 and 85! is such that the
11520
d

CBM of GaP is higher on an absolute scale than that of Ga
by 0.43 eV, thus exposing the nitrogen level inside the G
band gap. Indeed, until recently62,86,58,65,64the importance of
correctly reproducing the band alignment in the theoreti
FIG. 6. The calculated pressure dependence of selected levels of isolated nitrogen for~a! GaP:N and~b! GaAs:N. We also give the
percentage G,L,X character of each level as a function of pressure. As a guide to the eye, in~b!
s we show the pressure dependence of the bulk GaAs CBM with a dashed line~supercell size: 4096 atoms!.
8-9
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P. R. C. KENT AND ALEX ZUNGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
description of nitrogen impurities@related to the zero-
momentum screened potentialV(G)50] was not recog-
nized. Early practitioners87,71,88found pathologically deep ni
trogen levels (;1 eV in Ref. 87!, failing to properly align
the ‘‘GaN’’ with the ‘‘GaP’’ potentials. A correct alignmen
explains the level order.

E. Can a two-level model capture the qualitative physics
of the a1 electron states for isolated nitrogen

in dilute GaP:N or GaAs:N?

Hjalmarson et al.88 noted in their tight-binding mode
only a singlea1(N)-type level and its correspondingt2 level
~compare, however Fig. 2!. Wolford et al.7 also discussed fo
GaAs:N the a1(N) and a1

G levels. Following these works
Shanet al.51 advanced a two-level model for the electro
states of the GaAs12xNx alloy, consisting of both of these
states. By solving Eq.~3! and fitting the coupling potentialV
at eachxN ~i.e., one adjustable parameter per data point! to
various experiments, they obtained a successful phenom
logical description of the data, showing anticrossing of
two levels as a function of nitrogen concentration and pr
sure. However, Mattilaet al.62 showed that for the compos
tion range studied by Shanet al., the a1(N) level is no
longer close in energy toa1

G so it cannot be the origin of the
observed anticrossing. Zhanget al.42 have criticized the
model of Shanet al. on the basis of experimental observ
tions: resonant Raman scattering52 and BEEM56 experiments

FIG. 7. Calculated pressure dependence of GaP12xNx

conduction-band minima, compared with the measureme
of Ref. 54.
11520
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demonstrate the existence of distinctL1c character near the
CBM, ignored by the two-level model.

The fundamental considerations of intervalley co
pling73–76 and their present quantitative evaluation~Figs. 2
and 3! demonstrate indeed that the basic physical pict
here involves the coupling and anticrossing betweenall
nitrogen-perturbeda1-like band-edge states (G-X-L), rather
than the two-level model of coupling betweenG and a single
localized a1

N .51 Our calculations show thatat least four
a1-symmetric levels participate in the dilute nitrogen phys
of GaAs12xNx , and the nature and intervalley couplings
these states is strongly composition dependent. This is
denced by the strong mixing of all levels~not just two of
them!, evidenced by the wave-function projections give
e.g., in Fig. 2. In particular, the neglect ofL1c mixing in the
simple two-level model is noteworthy. In GaP12xNx , our
calculations show that at least threea1-symmetric levels par-
ticipate in the dilute nitrogen physics of GaP12xNx .

The band anticrossing model has been applied to GaAs:N,
where the unperturbeda1(N) level is at 0.2 eVabove the
unperturbed host CBM. Thus, because of level repulsion
lowest state of the system is the nitrogen-modified Ga
CBM, whereas the nitrogen impurity level is higher in e
ergy. Alloy bowing is thus measured with respect to the lo
est state. For GaP:N however, the unperturbeda1(N) lies
below the unperturbed host CBM~see Figs. 1 and 5!. The
model thus predicts in GaP12xNx that the conduction-band
edge is formed directly from the nitrogen states, which c
not be the case at low concentrations~see, e.g., Ref. 33!.
Further comparisons with the two-level model are made
Sec. VII D.

F. Do isolated nitrogen impurities create anomalous bowing?

It is interesting to enquire whether the fast decrease
band gap upon nitrogen addition89,57,48 is primarily due to
nitrogen-host interactions, nitrogen-nitrogen interactions42

or both. To separate the effects we first have studied the b
gap for isolated nitrogen as a function of supercell size.
this end we have placed asinglenitrogen atom in a GaAs o
GaP supercell, changing systematically the number ofhost
atomsin the cell. The direct nitrogen-nitrogen interaction
kept small as the shortest N-N distances, 22.6 and 45.2 Å
512 and 4096 GaAs atom cells, respectively, are kept la
As the cell size increases, more GaAs or GaP bulk sta
‘‘fold in’’ and are available to interact with the nitroge
states, but no direct nitrogen-nitrogen interaction is allow
within a supercell as would be the case if many nitroge
were added. This construct affords direct examination of
rate of change of the band gap@Eq. ~1!#, isolating the effect
of impurity-host interaction~present! from chemical cluster
effects~absent!. The latter were suggested42 to be the reason
for the anomalously large bowing observed in GaAs12xNx .

Our cluster-free calculation shows that the bowing coe
cient is already large for isolted nitrogen, beingb526 eV
for the lowest transition in GaAs12xNx , Fig. 2, and b
520 eV for GaP12xNx , Fig. 5. Thus, nitrogen-nitrogen
cluster interaction can not be the primary reason for bowi
The mechanisms leading to band gap bowing due to p

ts
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
turbed host states~in the absence of gap levels! was dis-
cussed previously in detail16–20as these are common to co
ventional semiconductor alloys. There are three contribu
at play for random alloys.

~i! Volume deformation, which represents changes in th
band gaps of theconstituentsGaAs and GaN that are com
pressed and dilated, respectively, from their natural lat
constants to the intermediate alloy valuea(x). This deforma-
tion raises the band gap of GaAs and reduces the band g
GaN.

~ii ! Charge exchange, which represents the change in th
band gap upon bringing together the constituents, alre
prepared ata(x), without yet permitting any sublattice relax
ation. This term includes charge-transfer effects that re
from band mixing in an ideal, unrelaxed lattice. This term
particularly large in mixed-anion nitride alloys.

~iii ! Structural relaxationrepresents the change in ban
gap due to sublattice relaxation at fixeda(x). This term in-
cludes atomic-relaxation-induced band mixing. In mixe
anion alloys such as GaP12xNx , the major relaxation occur
in the cation sublattice; this couples primarily the cation
localized conduction states, causing the lowest to move
yet lower energies~bowing!. In mixed-cation alloys, such a
InGaN, the major relaxation occurs in theanion sublattice,
which couples primarily the anion-localized valence ban
s,causing the highest to move to yet higher energies. St
tural relaxation thus contributes to bowing in all alloys ha
ing common atoms; the effect is proportional to the s
mismatch between the disimilar atoms. The effect is parti
larly strongly due to large cation displacement58 in
GaP12xNx and GaAs12xNx . We conclude that mixed-anio
nitride alloys have a large bowing even in the absence
cluster states because of relaxation-mediated band coup
not nitrogen-nitrogen wave-function overlap.39

To see the dependence of bowing on concentration,
note that according to Eq.~1! ~that applies only to conven
tional alloys! at thex!1 dilute limit, the band-gap chang
DEg(x) scales as2bx, i.e., linearly with nitrogen concen
tration. Fitting our calculatedDEg(x) for the case that has n
clusters ~one nitrogen per supercell! to DEg}xa for
GaAs12xNx gives a50.76 using our EPM calculations an
a50.76 for the LDA data of Ref. 78. We see that bowing
cluster-free GaAs12xNx is alreadyanomalous(a,1), and
pairs or other clusters are not needed to producea!1 in
contrast with recent suggestions.90 This result is due to the
additional coupling between thea1

GL(1) CBM and thea1
N(2)

impurity state present in GaAs12xNx but not in normal al-
loys, e.g., GaAsxP12x . In fact, when cluster states are ava
able in the band gap below the PHS, we findslower bowing
with a50.66~Sec. VII B!, rather thana50.76; thus clusters
reducebowing.

G. Does atomic relaxation make the isolated impurity level
shallower?

Early calculations87 of substitutional N in GaP first pro
duced very deep gap levels,;1 eV from the CBM. Phillips
argued91 that this overestimation of the binding energy is d
to the neglect of atomic relaxation that will render the lev
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shallower. Jaros and Brand71 indeed noted that moving th
neighboring Ga atoms towards N by 0.1 a.u.weakenscon-
siderably the impurity potential, suggesting indeed that
laxation drives the impurity level to a shallower energe
position.

To test these ideas, we have calculated the electro
structure of GaP:N and GaAs:N with both unrelaxed and
relaxed bonds. EPM calculations on large~4096-atom! cells
with both unrelaxed and VFF relaxed geometries show t
~Fig. 8! relaxation in GaP:N makes the leveldeeper, in con-
tradiction with previous expectations.71,91 Furthermore, Fig.
8 shows that relaxation in GaAs:N raises ~reduces! the
G-like (L-like! content of a1

GL(1), whereas relaxation
in GaP:N raises~reduces! the G-like (X-like! character of
a1

LG(1). In fact, in raising theG character, relaxation make
the single nitrogen impurity level dipole allowed~‘‘direct
gap’’! with respect to transitions from the valence-ba
maximum~VBM !, even though the corresponding transitio
in pure GaP is forbidden~indirect gap!. Our results can be
explained by noting that relaxation increases the range of
perturbation potential from ‘‘single site’’ in the unrelaxe
case, to a few atomic shells around the impurity after rel
ation. This increases the magnitude of the nitrogen-indu
perturbation, leading to more extensive interband coupl
and a deeper energy level.

H. Summary of results for isolated nitrogen in GaAs and GaP

Substitutional isolated nitrogen in GaAs and GaP cau
strong inward relaxation of its neighboring Ga atoms, th
strongly perturbing the cation-localized conduction states
the appropriate symmetry:a1(G)1a1(X1)1a1(L1). This
coupling creates both localized, nonhydrogenic impur

FIG. 8. The calculated energy levels of isolated nitrogen
GaAs and GaP, before and after lattice relaxation. We also de
whether a transition is allowed~finite G character! or forbidden
~zeroG character!.
8-11
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P. R. C. KENT AND ALEX ZUNGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
statesa1(N) and perturbed host states that lead to bowing
GaAs:N the a1(N) state is a resonance level above t
CBM, whereas in GaP, with its;0.3 eV higher CBM, this
level appears inside the band gap. Thosea1(N) levels are
characterized by anomalously small pressure coefficie
since they are constructed from the interference of many
bands, not just band-edge states. The lowest perturbed
state ~the CBM! is repelled downwards by the other pe
turbed host statesaboveit @not just bya1(N) ~Refs. 51 and
54!#. This leads to strong alloy bowing and rende
GaP12xNx ‘‘direct gap’’ by mixing-in G character. ‘‘Cluster
states’’ within the gap reduce this bowing.

V. RESULTS: NITROGEN-NITROGEN PAIRS
AND HIGHER-ORDER CLUSTERS

Random statistics causes some of the substitutional n
gen to formmth nearest neighbors. If we place one nitrog
at the ~0,0,0! unit cell position, then the first- to sixth
neighbor nitrogen atoms are located at the lattice positi
~1,1,0!, ~2,0,0!, ~2,1,1!, ~2,2,0!, ~3,1,0!, ~2,2,2!, respectively.
Although the number of nitrogen pairs is expected to be o
a small fraction of the total nitrogen concentration in dilu
alloys, experimental studies conclude that the pairs domin
the emission spectra of these alloys, due to an efficient tr
fer of excitons to the nitrogen pair levels before emissi
Detailed experimental studies on such N-N pairs are av
able for GaP~Refs. 1,92,6,13,93 and 23! and GaAs~Refs.
7,10,24 and 81! host crystals. The ensuing observed lev

FIG. 9. Experimental and calculated energies of nitrogen-rela
transitions in GaAs12xNx . The peak energy of each transition
shown, for different experiments and samples.
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are compiled in Figs. 9 and 10. For GaAs12xNx ~Fig. 9! the
scatter in measured levels is large, and no clear assignm
of level to particular pairs has emerged as yet. For GaP12xNx

~Fig. 10! the situation is clearer.
In GaP, experiments reveal a series of sharp luminesce

lines, extending from;30 meV to;150 meV below the
CBM.1,92 The levels were originally attributed1,92 to a first-
nearest-neighbor nitrogen pair for the deepest level, t
nitrogen-nitrogen pair of increasing separation correspond
to progressively shallower levels, although this is no long
believed. The series terminates at a level attributed to
lated nitrogen just below the band gap~see Sec. IV!.

In GaAs, the experimental studies7,10,24,81 find that, in
contrast to GaP, the levels due to nitrogen pairs reside p
cipally within the conduction band. At zero pressure, for d
lute alloys (<0.1%), only a single NN1 line resides insid
the band gap.7,10,24 However, Liu et al. demonstrated tha
under hydrostatic pressure, additional NN lines are forc
into the band gap, culminating in the emergence of the i
lated impurity line at;2 GPa. More recent experiments fo
samples of higher nitrogen concentration have attributed
els detected deeper within the band gap at z
pressure25–27,81to the formation of nitrogenclusters. In this
section we will study the calculated energy levels of vario
assumed pairs and triplets.

d

FIG. 10. Experimental and calculated energies of nitrog
related transitions in GaP12xNx . The experimental data is from
Ref. 6.
8-12
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
A. Energetics of clustering tendencies in N-N pairs

We first ask whether a pair of inifinitely separated (m
→`) nitrogen atoms in GaAs or GaP tend to attract or re
each other. We thus estimate the strain energy
mth-neighbor N-N pairs with respect to the energy of a we
separated (m→`) pair by calculating the interaction energ

DE(m)5E~GaP:N2
(m)!1E~GaP!22E~GaP:N!. ~8!

Figure 11 showsDE(m) from valence force field~VFF!
calculations for a large~13 824-atom! cell, where the ener-
gies are converged. The lattice constant is taken at the V
ard value. We see that them52 and m55 pairs have an
attractive strain energy, whereasm51 and m54 are
strongly repulsive. Although the VFF Hamiltonian exclud
the charge-transfer terms necessary to model the rebon
around near-neighbor nitrogen atoms, this data suggests
pair formation is energetically favored clearly for at least
~100!-oriented first neighbors.

To test these conclusions we have also performed L
calculations with a small 64-atom cell. In GaP, we find th
formation of m52 andm53 pairs is energetically favore
(DE(m) is negative, by 147 and 172 meV, respectivel!,
while m51 pairs are unfavorable by 18 meV. In GaAs w
find that onlym52 pairs are favorable. As our small LDA
supercell is unable to contain the long-range lattice rel

FIG. 11. N-N pair interaction energies for GaP:N calculated
using the valence force field method.
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ation expected for pairs, we predict that LDA calculations
larger supercells will find pair formation increasingly favo
able due to the strain relief around the impurity sites.

The attractiveness of the strain interaction for the~100!-
oriented (m52) impurity pair is a general feature of th
zinc-blende lattice~e.g. it was found94 for As-As pairs in
cubic GaN!. Recent scanning tunneling microscopy measu
ments by McKayet al.95 on 1.7% nitrogen in GaAs reveale
that ~001!-oriented first neighbors (m52) have a concentra
tion that exceeds the expectations of random statistics. B
experiment and bulk calculation indicate that the distribut
of other pairs is close to random statistics. Surfa
effects96,97 that are important during vapor-phase grow
could change this picture. We conclude that~110!-oriented
pairs are less favorable than random statistics wheras~001!
pairs are more favored, but all other pairs exist randomly

B. N-N pair energy levels and wave functions: Cluster states

Figures 12 and 13 show the calculated energy levels
N-N pairs, in GaAs and GaP, respectively~cell size 4096
atoms!. While Fig. 14 shows isosurface plots of the lowe
energy wave function of pairs in GaP~wave functions of
nitrogen pairs in GaAs are visually similar!. Figure 14~a!
shows the nitrogen localized isolated impurity level,a1

N(1)
for reference@see also Fig. 4~a!#.

Our results show that the interaction of pair nitrogens
sults in the formation of a series of ‘‘bonding’’ and ‘‘anti
bonding’’ states, as expected by the interaction of isola
impurity levels. We have classified the levels as either dip
allowed ~from the VBM! or dipole forbidden according to
the computed degree ofG character in the wave functions.58

Allowed states are shown as black bars in Figs. 12 and
Relaxation of atomic positions, neglected in previo

FIG. 12. The energy levels of isolated N and N-N pairs in GaA
The legend indicates orientation~e.g., @1,1,0#! with respect to one
nitrogen at the origin. The allowed~solid bar! or forbidden nature
~hollow bar! of transitions to the valence band is indicated and
G, L, X character of each state is shown, computed using the s
tral decomposition of Ref. 70.
8-13
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P. R. C. KENT AND ALEX ZUNGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
calculations,87,79 can greatly change the oscillator strengt
of certain transitions: for example, the unrelaxed isolated
trogen in GaP has negligibleG character~almost forbidden!,
but gainsG character~strongly allowed! on relaxation. Fig-
ures 14~b!–14~f! illustrate the formation of ‘‘bonding’’ states
at small nitrogen-nitrogen separation. At large separat
e.g. fifth-nearest-neighbor positions@Fig. 14~b!#, the pair
wave functions resemble those of two isolated nitroge
while at small separation, e.g., first-nearest-neighbor p
tions @Fig. 14~f!# show bonding character with significan
charge densitybetweenthe nitrogens.

FIG. 13. The energy levels of isolated N and N-N pairs in G
Details as per Fig. 12.
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In GaP, the lowest energy level of each nitrogen pair
sides within the gap, while for GaAs only the first- an
fourth-nearest-neighbor pairs create gap levels. This dis
ity, as for the isolated impurity, results primarily due to th
conduction-band lineup of GaAs and GaP compared to G
~Sec. IV D and Fig. 1!. We note in Figs. 12 and 13 tha
~110!-oriented nitrogen pairs~first and fourth neighbors! are
particularly deep both in GaP and GaAs. A structural feat
of the zincblende lattice is that atoms are connected to e
other only through the~110!-oriented zig-zag chains. Whe
two arsenic atoms are replaced by nitrogen along this ch
the short~1.95 Å! Ga-N bond replacing the longer~2.45 Å!
Ga-As bond causes the adjacent Ga atoms to interact.
combined electronic and geometric interaction is eviden
the wave functions of them51 andm54 pairs, shown in
Figs. 14~f!. In both cases wave-function localization is ev
dent along the ~110! chain. We will see in Sec. V C tha
longer chains along the@110# direction lead to even deepe
states within the gap.

We also calculated the energy levels for a first-neare
neighbor pair of indium atoms in GaAs. No gap states w
created, in contrast to the nitride alloys, due to the sma
differences in atomic size.

Our calculated pair levels are clearly a nonmonoto
function of pair separation. The final energy levels res
from a combination of multiband coupling and lattice rela
ation around the nitrogen impurities. By performing both r
laxed and unrelaxed calculations, and by comparing w
simpler calculations,87,79 we have found that both effects—
multiband coupling and lattice relaxation—are critical to r
producing the nitrogen pair levels. One or both of these

.

e

FIG. 14. ~Color! Wave func-
tion isosurfaces~yellow! of iso-
lated N and N-N pairs in GaP. The
nitrogen impurities are shown
~black!, and, for simplicity, only
the neighboring gallium atoms ar
depicted ~red!. Isosurfaces are
drawn at 20% of maximum~su-
percell size: 4096 atoms!.
8-14
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
fects has been neglected in many previo
calculations87,79,98,99of the pair levels, explaining the larg
variance of results between them. Earlier calculations h
also collated the pairs into similarly oriented groups,87,100,79

e.g., pairs on the@110# axis, and predicted a monotonic o
dering of energy levels for pairs within each group. Ho
ever, we find this is not the case as we find a nonmonoto
ordering even for similarly oriented pairs: in GaP a four
neighbor pair is lower in energy than a first-neighbor pair
both relaxed~Fig. 13! and unrelaxed lattices. This analys
shows that multiband coupling alone produces a nonmo
tonic ordering.

C. Higher nitrogen aggregates and cluster states

1. Nitrogen triplets

Uniaxial pressure measurements of GaP:N ~Ref. 93! have
demonstrated that the photoluminescence lines historic
associated with nitrogen pairs cannot, in fact, be solely
to pairs. These lines have historically been labeled as N
NN2, and so on, starting with NN1 as the deepest level.1 In
fact, except for the NN1, NN3, and NN4 lines, the stre
induced splitting cannot be assigned tomth nearest-neighbo
pairs.93 These results suggest that the other NN lines may
due to triplets and other small nitrogen aggregates.

The NN2 line is an important discrepant example as
occurs early in the NN spectrum. Although previously as
ciated with a second-nearest-neighbor pair,m52, under
uniaxial pressure the NN2 line demonstrates anCs compat-
ible symmetry,93 while a second nearest neighbor pair h
D2d symmetry. Gil and Mariette101 proposed a N-N-N triplet
structure, depicted in Fig. 15~a!, as a probable candidate fo
the NN2 line. This structure consists of the@110# pair plus a
third atom at@210#. We have calculated the electronic stru
ture of this structure. We find this triplet has a dipole allow
level 41 meV above our calculated deepest pair level~the
NN1 line!, and a calculated pressure coefficient of 26 me
GaP, in close agreement with experimental value of
meV/GPa.13 This supports the model proposed by Gi a
Mariette.

2. Ga-centered clusters and [110] chains

As further examples of nitrogen clustering we have co
sidered nitrogen clusters centred around single Ga ato

FIG. 15. Geometries of nitrogen triplets:~a! Cs symmetry trip-
let, ascribed to the NN2 line in GaP:N, ~b! GaPN3 cluster, of three
nitrogens around a single gallium atom, and~c! ~110!-oriented
triplet.
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The Ga-centered tetrahedron in GaP12xNx can have its four
vertices occupied by P42pNp , with 0<p<4. In GaAs12xNx
we can have Ga(As4-pNp). ~Note thatp52 is m51 of Figs.
12 and 13.! We show ap53, Ga(PN3) cluster in Fig. 15~b!.
Figures 16 and 17 show the energies of these ‘‘cluster sta
for different p values for GaP and GaAs, respectively.
these calculations we have embedded a single cluster
4096-atom supercell. We see that the levels become de
as p increases, consistent with the fact that on an abso
scale the CBM of GaN is;0.5 eV below that of GaAs.

We also considered extended@110#-oriented chains of in-
creasing length. Figure 15~c! depicts a three-nitrogen@1,1,0#
chain. Our calculated energy levels are shown in Figs. 16
17. With of 3,4,5 etc., nitrogen atoms we found that ea
additional atom in the chain produced successively dee
levels. All are dipole allowed. Despite the high strain
these structures, these energy levels suggest that the
‘‘low-energy tail’’ observed at the conduction-band edge

FIG. 16. Energy levels of Ga-centered nitrogen clust
and ~110!-directed nitrogen chains in GaP, calculated in 409
atom cells.

FIG. 17. Energy levels of Ga-centered nitrogen clust
and ~110!-directed nitrogen chains in GaAs, calculated in 409
atom cells.
8-15
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FIG. 18. ~Color! Wave func-
tion isosurfaces~yellow! of cluster
states at~a!–~d! Ga-centered ni-
trogen clusters Ga(P42mNm), 1
<m<4, and ~e!–~h! ~110! di-
rected nitrogen chains in GaP, ca
culated for 4096-atom cells. The
nitrogen impurities are shown
~black!, and, for simplicity, only
the neighboring gallium atoms ar
depicted~red!.
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currently grown high-nitrogen-content samples102,33,103may
be due to short chains of nitrogen atoms or similar nitrog
aggregates. Note that the@110# chain states are deeper tha
Ga-centered clusters for three and four nitrogen atoms~Fig.
16! due to the large uniaxial strains along the chains.

Figure 18 shows the lowest-energy wave functions for
different cluster and chain geometries considered in G
Figures 18~a!–18~d! depict the wave functions o
Ga(P42pNp) clusters, showing the strong localization arou
the central Ga atom due to the formation of a GaN-like
gion. Figures 18~e!–18~h! depict the@110#-axis localization
resulting from@110# nitrogen chains.

Recent photoluminescence measurements of GaP12xNx
alloys have indicated the present deeper levels in sam
with xN>0.43%.33 The data show the presence of a ne
deep level~labeled ‘‘NC’’ in Ref. 33 at 2.071 eV, which is
deeper than both the calculated nitrogen pair and
centered cluster levels!. Figure 16 shows that this observe
center might be the three-membered@110# chain depicted in
Fig. 15~c! ~which can also be thought of as two first-neighb
pairs!. This structure introduces a single gap level, calcula
at ;2.059 eV, in good agreement with the experimen
data. We therefore tentatively identify the NC level33 as an
@110#-oriented triplet ofC2v symmetry.

D. Summary of results on nitrogen clusters

Random incorporation of N in III-V compounds leads
the formation of nitrogen pairs and higher clusters.~001!
pairs are energetically most favorable, wheras~110! pairs are
least favorable. The pairs introduce levels in the gap wh
energy varies nonmonotonically with pair separation. T
deepest states are the~110!-oriented pairs. When these pai
form into ~110!-oriented chains, deeper levels result, refle
ing highly-localized due to interactions along the clocs
packed~110! chains of the zinc-blende structure. For com
parison, chains of In in GaAs do not form localized leve
The levels introduced by chains are highly localized, ha
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low pressure coefficients, and are connected to the VBM
dipole-allowed~direct! transitions.

We offer particular clusters as tentative models for o
served deep PL by Zhanget al.33 and by Gil and Mariette,101

but the complexity of the predicted pair, chain and high
cluster states for higher nitrogen concentrations preclu
any definitive assignment of the many observed PL lin
The reasons that contribute to differences between our
culated energy levels and the experimental energies inclu
lack of electronic relaxation upon excitation, and a lack
many-body corrections to the single-particle energies. D
spite this, the EPM gives a correct overall account, with
isolated impurity shallowest, pairs deeper, and~yet unmea-
sured! clusters deeper still.

VI. RESULTS: ALLOY PROPERTIES

A. Why is the alloy valence band maximum split?

The foregoing discussion indicates that the introduction
a single N-N pair or N-N-N-triplet in a zinc-blende lattic
lowers the global symmetry. Hence, symmetry-mandated
generacies of the zinc-blende structure will be removed. I
interesting to inquire about the size of the splitting for
given concentration.

We have thus taken a 1000-atom GaAs supercell cont
ing randomly distributed nitrogen atoms, calculating t
electronic structure for;15 different, randomly selected
configurations for several compositions. We find avera
splittings among the valence-band maximum states of 3~2!,
6~3!, 20~17!, and 27~29! meV atxN51, 2, 3, and 4%, respec
tively, where our splittings are defined as the energy diff
ence between the uppermost and lowest VBM levels~first
and third, excluding spin-orbit!, and the configuration leve
spread~standard error! is given in parentheses. For nitroge
concentrationsx<2%, the splittings increase approximate
linearly with concentration, as the impurities only weak
perturb the host VBM. For greater concentrations, the m
8-16
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THEORY OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE EVOLUTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 115208
nitude of the splitting sharply increases due to the increa
probability of cluster formation in the nascent alloy. Th
fluctuations in the splittings increase concomitantly~evi-
denced by larger statistical spread compared to low con
trations! reflecting the strong dependence on pair, triplet, a
cluster orientation within the alloy. The strong fluctuatio
observed here will be reflected in actual GaAs12xNx
samples: measured valence-band splittings will be stron
affected by the degree of clustering and short-range o
within each sample. Orientational averaging over pairs is
pected to broaden these features and eventually average
out.

The clustering-induced splittingDCS at the valence-band
maximum results from lifting of the cubic symmetry o
GaAs by the nitrogen clusters in the film. This source
splitting should be distinguished from the film/substrate m
match strain effectsDe , proportional to the misfit straine'

5(aGaAs2aGaAs12xNx
)/aGaAs between the GaAs12xNx film

grown on a GaAs substrate. For~001! growth direction we
have

De522be'~112C12/C11!, ~9!

whereb is the biaxial deformation potential andCi j are elas-
tic constants. The total measured splittingD is then D
'DCS1De . It was found104 that the total measured splittin
for GaAs12xNx /GaAs(001) wasD'24–62 meV for x
51.1– 3.3 %, which is larger than the range of 16–53 m
expected from film/substrate strain, Eq.~9!, using the value
b521.9 eV of GaAs. In fact, a larger value ofb was nec-
essary to fit the total measured splitting in GaAs12xNx to Eq.
~9!, prompting the conclusion104 that nitrogen alloying
anomalously alters the response of the valence band to b
ial strain. We note, however, that part of the total measu
splitting could well be due to clustering-induced splitting,
only D2DCS must be fit to Eq.~9! to extractb. Our calcu-
lated DCS is close to the amount by which the measur
splitting overestimates the values expected from fi
substrate splitting alon. Thus, the ensuing biaxial deform
tion b is then less anomalous than hitherto assumed, in
104.

B. Pressure dependence of GaP1ÀxNx transitions

We have already seen~Sec. IV C! that for the isolated
impurity in GaP the pressure dependence of the gap lev
very small compared to the bulk, and we now consider
pressure dependence of thealloy band gap. In earlier pseudo
potential calculations it was noted58 that in GaP12xNx the
CBM is made of a mixture of theX1c level and localized
impurity states. The pressure coefficient of the CBM was
calculated in that work. Shanet al.54 deduced from this tha
the predicted pseudopotential pressure coefficient of
CBM would be negative~characteristic of bulkX1c states! in
contrast with their measured data. Our pseudopotential
culations~Fig. 7! show that the calculated pressure coe
cient for the 1–3 % alloy is in fact strongly positive, in th
range 15–40 meV/GPa and agrees quantitatively with
experimental data.54 Thus, the off-X1c character mixed into
the CBM leads to an overall positive pressure coefficien
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agreement with experiment. As nitrogen composition
creases there are more nitrogen pairs and other clus
Their energies move progressively deeper into the gap,
to lower PL energies. Such clusters have largeG-X mixing
~larger pressure coefficients!, since they represent increasin
perturbations on the single substitutional impurity. Thus,
pressure coefficient increases as the PL energy decreas
composition increases. The overall positive pressure co
cient for the GaP12xNx alloys is in marked contrast to th
isolated nitrogen imputiry in GaP, where both the calcula
and measured13 pressure coefficients are61 meV/GPa; it is
the pair states~and consequent mixing! that are responsible
for the large positive pressure coefficient of the alloy.

C. Is the GaP1ÀxNx alloy direct or indirect gap?

Usually, alloys whose binary components are of oppos
optical rsponse~e.g., direct gap GaAs and indirect gap Ga!
exhibit an abrupt, first-order direct-indirect transition as
function of composition, Early measurements59 suggested
such a transition at 48% nitrogen in GaP12xNx , but calcula-
tions by Bellaicheet al.58 predicted a direct-gap behavio
already at 3% nitrogen. Shanet al.54 noted that, experimen
tally, the transition between valence and conduction band
GaP12xNx is allowed already at a composition of 0.7% an
suggested that this might be in conflict with the earl
calculations.58 Figure 5 shows that our calculation predic
an incorporation ofG character into the GaP12xNx conduc-
tion bandalready for the lowest nitrogen concentration ca
culated~in Bellaicheet al.58 the lowest calculated was 3%
here it is 0.01%!, in agreement with experiment.13,93,23Our
data predict that adding any amount of nitrogen impurities
GaP can be considered as adding ‘‘direct gap’’ (G) character
to the material. Note therefor that there is no indirect
direct~first-order! ‘‘transition’’ ~e.g., as in GaAs12xPx), but a
gradual increase inG mixing into the CBM, starting from the
lowest nitrogen incorporation. This is in sharp contrast w
the prediction of Baillargeonet al.59 and Sakaiet al.,105 sug-
gesting an indirect to directtransition at ;48% nitrogen.

VII. EVOLUTION OF GaAs 1ÀxNX AND GaP1ÀxNX ALLOY
STATES WITH NITROGEN COMPOSITION

A. Electronic structure evolution

We have shown that nitrogen introduces two types
states in the dilute limit:~i! the perturbed host states~PHS!
residing within the continuum such asa1(X1c), a1(L1c), and
a1(G1c), and ~ii ! The cluster states~CS! residing inside~or
near! the band gap, e.g., the pair and higher cluster states
next address the question of how the PHS and CS evolv
the nitrogen composition increases.

One can envision at least two scenarios: if the CS h
sufficiently extended wave functions so as to overlap ot
clusters, the primary interaction will be between differe
cluster states, i.e., a CS-CS interaction. Their energy
then shift with concentration, forming their own ‘‘impurity
band’’ just as large-orbit effective-mass impurities do35 ~e.g.,
phosphorus in silicon!. If, on the other hand, the CS hav
localized wave functions but the PHS have extended w
8-17
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functions, the primary interaction could be between CS a
PHS. To decide between these possibilities one need
know the localization of the relevant wave functions. Sin
the CS are manifestly nonhydrogenic centers~i.e., their wave
function mixes bands throughout the Brillouin zone!, we can
not estimate their spatial extent of the wave function fro
simple effective-mass formulas involving a single band,
a full calculation is needed. This is our next task.

We perform calculations as a function of nitrogen conc
tration, by randomly distributing up to 20 nitrogen atom
onto the anion sites of GaP and GaAs of a 1000-atom su
cell ~i.e., xN54%). Werelax the atomic positions and ca
culate the electronic structure, repeating this for 15 rando
selected configurations at each composition to establis
statistically representative sample. The ensuing energy le
are then collected and analyzed for their degree of local
tion, by computing for each levelc i the distanceRa

( i ) from
the ath nitrogen site at which 20% of the wave function
enclosed. Through this measure we have classified each
as either ‘‘localized’’ or ‘‘quasilocalized’’ for~CS! and PHS,
respectively.

1. Evolution of alloy states in GaP1ÀxNx

Figure 19 depicts the spectral dependence of the ave
localization(a(1/Ra

( i )) for localized and quasilocalized lev
els of GaP12xNx . Panel ~a! shows the localized single
impurity a1(N) state, selected pair, and triplet and quadrup
@GaP(N3) and Ga(N4)] cluster states, appearing inside th
band gap. These wave functions are highly localized. Pa
b shows the more extended perturbedX, L, andG host states,
and the edge of the conduction band, denoted by the b
arrow ‘‘ECBE . ’’ As the nitrogen concentration increase
Figs. 19~d,f,h,j! show that the edgeECBE of the conduction-
band minimum ~vertical heavy arrow! moves rapidly to
lower energies, due to anticrossing and repulsion w
higher-energy members of the PHS. At the same time,
energy of the CS are pinned and remain fixed, as these hi
localized states do not strongly interact with each other.
deed the wave function of the CS do not change with co
position. As the edge of the PHS moves rapidly to low
energies~‘‘optical bowing’’ ! this broad band of states swee
past the discrete CS one by one. At a critical compositionxc
~which depends on the degree of randomness in
samples!, the deepest CS is overtaken by the moving PH
Nearxc , the conduction-band minimum is an ‘‘amalgamat
state’’ formed@Fig. 20~b!# from both semilocalized~Fano-
resonance-like! states~shown in red isosurfaces! and more
delocalized parts~shown as green isosurfaces!. As we will
see below, this duality in the amalgamated state can lea
unusual physical effects. For higher nitrogen concentrati
exceedingxc @Fig. 19~g!#, the CS are well inside the conduc
tion band, and the states near the edge are more exte
@Fig. 20~c!#.

2. Evolution of alloy states in GaAs1ÀxNx

Figure 21 shows the evolution of the GaAs12xNx states as
a function of composition. We see that as the conduct
band edge~CBE, also called ‘‘E2’’ ! plungesdown in energy
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as xN increases, sweeping past the most localized clu
states already byx;0.6%. At the same time thet2(L1c)
band appears constant in energy, atEc10.4 eV, while the
upper edge of the PHS@also calledE1 ~Ref. 51!# appears for
x;0.6% and movesup in energyasxN increases. This broad
band represents mostly delocalized or weakly localizeda1
perturbed host states.

We have previously noted62 that in GaAs12xNx the L1c
level of pure GaAs splits intot2(L1c)1a1(L1c) and that the
a1(L1c) mixes in with the localized impurity level. Sha
et al.55 deduced from this that our model will predict that
perturbs the E1 interband transition~which includesL1v
→L1c contributions!, in contrast with their data for the inter
band transition near 3 eV, which are composition indep
dent. However, theE1 transition encompasses a large volum
in the Brillouin zone, not just theL point. Our calculated
L-like t2 peak in the conduction band atEc10.43 eV in Fig.
21 is seen to be composition independent. The transition
tweenL1v and L1c states at;3 eV (L1v is at Ev21 eV,
the gap is 1.5 eV, andL1c is at Ec10.43 eV) is therefore
predicted to be only weakly affected by nitrogen composit
as seen experimentally.55 The a1 component ofL1c may be
difficult to detect as it hybridizes with the broadera1-like

FIG. 19. Spectral dependence of average nitrogen localiza
for ~left! nitrogen localized cluster states and~right! quasilocalized
perturbed host states of GaP12xNx for selected nitrogen concentra
tions. States with at least 20% of total charge within 4.1 Å radius
any nitrogen atom are classified as nitrogen-localized. The ver
arrows show the position of the alloy conduction-band edgeECBE .
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FIG. 20. ~Color! Isosurfaces of the conduction wave functions for~a! x!xc GaAs12xNx showing nitrogen-localized cluster states with
the gap~red!, ~b! x'xc showing the ‘‘amalgamated state’’ of localized~red! and the delocalized~Bloch-like! states~green!, and~c! x@xc

extended states~green!.
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PHS band. BetweenE1 andE2 we observe a broad band o
states whose character isL-like.

B. The three regions of alloy behavior

We can now divide the alloy evolution withxN into a few
regimes with distinct behavior.

FIG. 21. Spectral dependence of average nitrogen localiza
for ~left! nitrogen localized cluster states and~right! quasilocalized
perturbed host states of GaAs12xNx for selected nitrogen compos
tion. Other details as per Fig. 19.
11520
~a! The dilute alloy(x!xc). In this regime the conduction
band consists of nitrogen-perturbed host statesa11e1t2 in-
side the conduction continuum, as well as cluster states
side the band gap. The cluster wave functions are very lo
ized ~Figs. 3 and 4!. Absorption takes place to the PHS an
the a1(N) states, whereas emission takes place from
lower-energy CS inside the band gap. With increasing te
perature, the CS are thermally depopulated, leading to a l
redshift of the band gap with temperature. The pressure
pendence of the emission from the CS is very small rela
to the band edge of the pure host~see Figs. 6 and 7!, as these
CS are highly localized and weakly coupled to the h
states. As pressure increases, theG1c state of GaAs moves up
faster than the CS, thus exposing thea1(N) state of GaAs:N
as a gap state above;2 GPa. For GaP12xNx , the pressure
coefficient of the CS in the dilute limit
is less negative than that of the downward moving GaPX1c
edge, so the impurity level becomes shallower as pres
increases. The pair states have a positive pressure coeffic
The admixture ofG1c character, however, makes the CS
GaP12xNx ‘‘direct gap.’’

~b! The intermediate region x'xc. Here, the conduction-
band edge is formed from the delocalized PHS and so
localized CS. In this regime one observes exciton locali
tion due to the CS potential fluctuations. The exciton lifetim
is thus rather long.36 The effective mass at the bottom of th
band is larger than that of GaAs (m* 50.067), as heavy-
massX1c and L1c character is mixed in. As one moves th
Fermi energy deeper into the conduction band vian-type
doping, the effective mass becomes even heavier, as m
resonant CS are encountered. For concentrationsxN
52 –4 % in GaAs we calculate a continued gradual decre
in the degree ofG1c character at the conduction-band edg
This suggests that the alloy electron effective mass contin
to increase~to a few multiples of the GaAs effective mass!.
The temperature dependence of the band gap is reduced
tive to GaAs, since the mixed-in localized CS carry a low
temperature coefficient than the extended GaAs states.
pressure dependence of the band edge states is sli
higher than in the isolated impurity limit, as more deloca

n
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ized states (G,L) are mixed into the localized states. F
GaP12xNx , the band gap pressure coefficient is no long
weak (;0) as in the isolated impurity case, but is strong
positive. In GaAs12xNx we observe in this compositio
range the development of a broadE1 band that shifts up
with composition while thet2(L1c) states is fixed.

~c! The high concentration x@xc limit: While electronic
structure calculations can be made in this concentration li
in practice, actual limitations in nitrogen solubility in III-V
compounds prohibit one from getting stable homogene
samples. The properties of experimental samples in this l
are critically determined by the degree of clustering or ph
decomposition. It is interesting to consider what the el
tronic properties in this regime would be. Assuming a co
tinued random distribution of nitrogen, our calculations p
dict the continued large downward bowing of the band g
with increasing nitrogen concentration. In the present wo
for xN;50%, we find that bowing is sufficient to close th
band gap ~in earlier work, we found a small gap,58

;0.2 eV). Band-gap closure forxN>12% has also been
predicted for In-Ga-As-N, the exact concentration depend
on the chosen substrate.106

C. Scaling of the band gap

Parametrizing the change in band gap asDE}xa, we find,
for GaAs12xNx with many nitrogens,a50.66 compared
with with the experimental value ofa;0.66.48,57,89,107It is
interesting to enquire whethera!1 results from the exis-
tence of impurity clusters, as suggested recently.90 Indeed,
Zhanget al. noted that in GaAs:Si where the Si atoms a
though to be isolated,a51/3, and rationalized that in
GaAs:N, where pairs exist, one should finda5231/3
52/3. While our calculation does givea52/3 when pairs,
triplets and other clusters exist, we find that when only o
nitrogen is placed in a supercell and the supercell size
changed, there already is an anomalousa50.76~Sec. IV F!.
Thus, pairs are not needed to get anamalousa. Furthermore,
changing the pseudopotential of nitrogen from that used h
to that used in Ref. 63 changesa from 0.66 to 0.89. Thus,a
is decided by the details of the potentialnot by geometric
features~e.g., single versus double impurities!. Our analysis
shows thata,1 exists when there are impurity levels ne
the CBM that couple, potentially slowing down the band g
bowing. The magnitude of this effect depends on the c
pling strengths, not on the existence of pairs.

D. Comparison with the two-level anticrossing model

The two-level model51 and our alloy model calculation
agree on the following points:~i! the E2 level moves down
and theE1 level move up asxN increases~Fig. 21!. ~ii ! The
pressure coefficient~reduced with respect to the bulk! satu-
rates asxN increases.~iii ! N incorporation raises the electro
effective mass at the bottom of the CBM, and if one mov
further up in energy into the conduction band, the mass
creases even further.~iv! the E1 transition at;3 eV is un-
affected by nitrogen.~v! Incorporation of N in GaP reverse
the pressure coefficient of GaP to a strongly positive va
~Fig. 7!, and makes the interband transition direct.
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The two models disagree on several issues:~1! Our poly-
morphous model includes alloy fluctuations via the existe
of many different local environments around nitrogen atom
giving rise to pairs, triplets, etc. These fluctuations are
tirely absent from the two-level model. The fluctuations le
to exciton localization, Stokes-like shift between absorpt
and emission,blueshift with increasing temperature at low
temperatures, and to the creation of a localized-
delocalized transition at the amalgamated pointxc . ~2! Our
model shows clearly that more than two levels are pertur
by nitrogen incorporation, e.g., theL1c and X1c host states
~Fig. 5!. This leads to the formation of a wide band of stat
above E2 and below E1 ~Fig. 21! that is entirely absent from
the two-level model. The mixing in ofL character is eviden
experimentally, both in the resonant Raman scattering
Cheonget al.,52 and in the BEEM experiment of Kozhevn
kov et al.56 ~Sec. IV! which directly detected theL character.
~3! For GaP12xNx , the two-level model is forced to attribut
alloy bowing to the downward shift of theimpurity states,
rather than to the proper alloy conduction band that l
above it.

E. What are the differences between GaAsN, GaPN,
and ‘‘conventional’’ III-V alloys?

We find the following 3 differences.
~1! All common-cation alloys such as GaAsxP12x and

ZnSSe exhibit cation displacement and therefore additio
coupling between the cationlike conductiona1 levels. How-
ever the cation displacements are unusually large
common-cation nitrides. Thus, the PHS’sX1c , L1c , andG1c
are more strongly perturbed than in conventional alloys. T
leads to larger bowing and more intervalley coupling in
trides, even in the absence of cluster states.

~2! The large differences between the orbital energies
nitrogen~a first-row atom! and P or As lead to the formatio
of gap ~or near-gap! states even for isolated nitrogen imp
rities. This is in contrast to P:As or S:Se substitution, The
‘‘cluster states’’ in the gap lead to new phenomenology w
respect to alloys that have no CS.

~3! Nitrides show @110#-oriented chain states, wherea
most other alloys do not. This is because the small size of
nitrogen atoms permits the cations approach each other m
closer than in phosphides or arsenides.

One may wonder if it is possible to predict which allo
system will exhibit localization. Qualitatively, one expec
localization of electron states in an A12xBx alloy if the
conduction-band minimum of the dilute ‘‘impurity’’ specie
lies significantly below that of the host majority species, a
the impurity electron mass is sufficiently heavy. Under the
conditions we expect electron confinement, although ato
relaxation may change the overall picture. Accordingly, u
ing the band offset calculations of Wei and Zunger,77 the
CBM of GaN lies below that of GaP~by 0.6 eV! and GaAs
~by 0.3 eV!, but above those of InN, InP, and InAs~by 1.3,
0.2, and 0.8 eV, respectively!, so only in the former group
one expects electron localization for nitrogen-dilute allo
especially considering the rather heavy electron mass of G
(;0.13me). Localization is also expected for dilute InN i
8-20
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GaP, GaAs, InP, and InAs. Conversely, since the elec
mass of InAs is exceedingly light (0.02me), only a very large
host material conduction-band barrier could lead to locali
tion in InAs-dilute alloys. Thus alloys with InAs tend to hav
only extended states.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The multiband empirical pseudopotential method and a
mistically relaxed large supercells are used to study the e
lution of the electronic structure of GaP12xNx and
GaAs12xNx alloys, from the isolated nitrogen impurity in th
dilute limit, through the formation of nitrogen pairs and clu
ters, to the formation of the nitride alloy. Our results supp
a unified theory of alloy formation involving the interaction
between nitrogen-induced localized cluster states and
many perturbed host states of the underlying host GaP
GaAs crystal.

We show that isolated nitrogen impurities introduce
highly localized state near the conduction-band minimu
The position of this state is mediated by the GaP/GaN
GaAs/GaN valence-band offset and relaxation of the h
lattice near the impurity site. At dilute concentratio
~;0.01%! we find this level;30 meV inside the band ga
in GaP and resonant;180 meV within the conduction ban
in GaAs, in quantitative agreement with experiment. A
though the isolated nitrogen impurity state is highly loc
ized, we show that it interacts strongly with other nitrog
impurities due to long-ranged lattice relaxation and the lo
tails evident in the calculated wave functions. Due to t
strong interaction we show that it is essential to model
~naturally occurring! heterogeneous distribution of nitroge
atoms~pairs, clusters, etc.!, that has been neglected in earli
alloy models.

For the isolated impuritywe find that the following.~i!
Contrary to previous expectations, lattice relaxationdeepens
the nitrogen impurity level due to the increased nitroge
induced relaxation, which increases the interband couplin
In GaP:N, relaxation introduces someG character to the low-
est gap level, thus changing it from dipole-forbidden
dipole-allowed~‘‘direct gap’’!. ~ii ! Isolatednitrogen impuri-
ties ~rather than a random distribution ofinteractingnitrogen
impurities! already create large bowing of the band gap; th
large bowing is an intrinsic effect unrelated to impurity clu
tering. ~iii ! The interaction of the nitrogen impurity stat
a1(N), with other symmetry-compatible host-perturb
states leads to an anticrossing behavior with applied p
e
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sure. In GaP:N, these interactions result in a low pressu
coefficient for the impurity state, while in GaAs:N the iso-
lated emerges into the band gap at;2 GPa.

For impurity pairswe find, in agreement with experimen
that in GaP:N, the interaction of nitrogen pairs forms a com
plex series of band gap levels up to;180 meV below the
conduction-band edge. For GaAs:N only the first- and
fourth-neighbor pairs are calculated to create gap levels.
demonstrate the strong influence of lattice relaxation a
multi-band coupling on the energies and character of the
trogen pair states and show, contrary to historic assumpti
that the energy levels associated withmth nearest neighbo
N-N pairs are anonmonotonicfunction of the pair separa
tion. We also find that the NN2 line observed in photolum
nescence is due to a nitrogentriplet and not, often assumed
a second-nearest-neighborpair. For prototypical nitrogen
clusterswe find that multiple nitrogen atoms centered arou
a single gallium atom result in progressively deeper gap l
els, and demonstrate that while any nitrogen impurities w
create gap levels in GaP, a local nitrogen concentration
2–3 atoms is required in GaAs.

With increasing nitrogen concentration, we find that~i!
the localized cluster states due to pairs, triplets, and clus
do not immediately form an impurity band, and instead t
delocalized perturbed host states move into the fundame
band gap and gradually overtake the cluster states.~ii ! The
conduction-band edge exhibits alloy fluctuations due to
calized cluster states and delocalized perturbed host stat
the same energy. The low-energy side of the band edg
dominated by cluster states while the higher end consists
of more extended host states.~iii ! The localized-delocalized
nature of the conduction-band edge leads to localization
tail states, a Stokes shift between emission and absorp
and anomalous temperature and pressure effects.

Our theory of GaAs12xNx and GaP12xNx alloy formation,
from the dilute nitrogen regime~0.01%! through to alloys
(@3%), is fully supported by recent emission and abso
tion measurements~e.g., Refs. 23,37,28,32,33,39,45
48,40,51 and 54!, BEEM,56 and Raman measurements,52 and
explains many of the electronic anomalies and puzzling p
nomenology of these materials.
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